
Masculinisation: an attempt to understand the process of objectification and sexualisation of the 
genders, by exploring the notion of such action being either a universal or a (specific) cognitive 
occurrence.  
 
More real than real, a welcoming in to our space 
 
Consider our relationship between the human body and aesthetic creations. Why is there a driven 
need to distort images or reality? Why are images that distort the structural reality more interesting 
for our aesthetic experience than those which copy and show reality in its truest form? We are often 
more attracted to photographs that captures or focuses in on detail and that are distorted or 
formulated to satisfy an aesthetic urge. Our need to distort reality within image making or aesthetic 
formulations is deeply rooted and has been present since the start of human aesthetic 
representation. We fall into the same trap when producing and observing images of the human 
body. We find that the real body or the depiction of a real body is often not as stimulating as that of 
a distorted and exaggerated body. The evidence for such application is visible within art historical 
context whereby once a group have attained the ability to copy nature to a finite method the 
constructions of the works change in such a manner that it becomes more than just a natural 
observation and reproduction. So does such a phenomenon partially explain our continual 
observation and obsession with the distortion of the body? Are we driven to attempt to research a 
form of idolisation or ideal body that does not mirror reality but takes it into a whole new level of a 
prescribed unreality? Does this explain our willingness to continually move towards a distorted 
body?  
 
This exhibition will allow for participants to apply their artistic knowledge and current 
understanding, through their developed and collective experiences, towards the subject matter of 
sexualisation and objectification. Is it possible to explore the subject matter of objectification and 
sexualisation as independent activities or does the sexualisation of the body creates the opportunity 
for objectification to occur? And what are the outcomes for such actions on our cultural landscape? 
To avoid answering such a question with a basic conjunction, an acknowledgment of the process of 
objectification and sexualisation should be based on societies predominant attitude placed upon the 
female gender. We can all agree that this matter has had a long and damaging effect on us as a 
species, both psychologically and physiologically. It is clear that with a recursive view and treatment 
of people as either sexualised or objectified constructs will limit our own ability to progress further 
as a cohabiting species. By developing an understanding of the difference between objectification 
and sexualisation will guide us in the future investigation of the two concepts; we can all fully agree 
towards the notion, to objectify is not the same as to sexualise. We can therefore define the 
outcomes of each categorisation i.e. the notion of sexualisation does not inherently present a 
negative outcome; in some instance such occurrence can become an empowering and 
transformative process. To a certain degree the same can be said about objectification, e.g. when 
one is engaging in a specific action of objectification within a particular narrative. A person can enjoy 
the process of becoming objectified, whiles the act of deliberately objectify or rather dehumanising 
a person or group of people is inherently a negative transformation. So we ask ourselves is there any 
profound difference between the objectification and sexualisation of the genders? Does the process 
of objectification and sexualisation enact either as an exclusive product or does the cohabitation of 
these two create a difference in our treatment of such process thereby producing the negative 
outcomes that we are faced with in our contemporary society? Is it therefore even a possibility for 
the participating artists to conduct and create suitable answers for these sorts of narratives or are 
we doomed to repeat stereotypical observation and constructions? Upon these questions we will 
therefore gracefully welcome you into our space and thus hope your stay and experience will be by 
all means a positive one. If you are able to draw a conclusion on this subject matter then we might 



have succeeded though a far more reasonable and desired outcome would be leaving you with 
thoughts tripping through your mind and a smile at hand. 
 
So how can we explore this process of objectification and sexualisation if we decided to actively 
engage in the method of objectifying and sexualising our own body or that of others? Will doing so 
inherently raise problems visible within our ways of working or will it just create an inherent 
mockery on the subject matter? The first section of this essay will give a brief and condensed 
formulation of the subject that brings forth developed ideas surrounding the topic matters of 
objectification and sexualisation.  The second part will focus on a more current social and cultural 
look at objectification and sexualisation. By developing ideas in such a way, we will attempt to create 
a solid ground for the aesthetic experience when viewing the collective exhibition and the works 
within it. We do it in such a way to highlight the fact that the effects of objectification and 
sexualisation is a cognitive process developed from a social and cultural undertaking, fully 
dependent on its localisation and time period. Unless we are willing to accept and take responsibility 
for our own cultural and social formulations, these forms of processes will continue to be in place. 
Thereby it is important to understand how history, social construct, human evolution and cultural 
heritage affect our subject matter. To truly reform we must remove ourselves from our cultural 
chains.  
 
Thus it is that, before realizing freedom, the slave imagines a series of ideologies, by which he seeks 

to justify himself, to justify his slavery, to reconcile the idea of freedom with the fact of slavery.1 
 

1, The viewer’s eye: an art historical context  
The viewer’s eye has a place within art and art history as an usable application when discussing 
specific cultural dichotomies surrounding the subject matter of objectification and sexualisation; 
such dichotomies can range from the basic understanding of the male gaze and its relation to the 
nude within art, as object to gratify the male desire, to the misinterpretation of artistic practice 
through the centuries. It is via these methods of exploration that we often find arguments being laid 
out that focus more heavily on the male sexual gratification from observation of erotic imagery over 
the cultural and historical context of the works that have been created. The male gaze is a strong 
force that has transferred through the centuries, one that is still present even today as either artistic 
undertakings or as part of our cultural landscape within advertisement, television and cinema. These 
images are so prevalent within society and therefore are often used to enforce this notion that the 
male gaze is an active form of male sexual empowerment onto the female. For example, an 
observation on Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres work The Turkish Bath (Le Bain Turc), with its subject 
matter of nude women are often used as an example for arguing this process and thereby showing 
evidence of objectification and sexualisation within art as a product for the desire of the male 
viewer. When analysing the male viewing practices onto women as sexual objects, especially within 
an art historical context (not a social observation), then the male viewer’s eye is in the context of the 
development of Western art history and thus excluding a very wide range of imagery and artwork 
from the rest of the world. If we choose to use the eye of the observer on a very basic level as a form 
of sexual gratification for the male viewer within the history of imagery such action limits our ability 
to analyse and construct reasonable understanding of the process that portrays sexual imagery. Such 
action can only be enacted upon the female gender, thereby negating the process of objectification 
and sexualisation as universal.   
 
How can a profoundly Christian society in the Western world get away with nudity and a sexualized 
imagery so prevalent and visible? The assumption that past societies or development of specific 
social constructs lacked understanding or knowledge of sexuality and sexual activity is not accurate. 
                                                           
1 Hegel, Friedrich, Dialectic of Desire and Recognition, edit John O’Neil, State University of New York Press, 
Albany, 1996, p.g. 61.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Auguste-Dominique_Ingres


In relation to imagery, the images created can be seen to possess a notion of objectification and 
sexualisation of the female form; often these women are projecting a specific role or ideal. The 
nude, the submissive display of the female body laid out bare for the viewer, is fairly easy to connect 
to a notion of sexual desire. However is it possible to conclude that the viewers of such works are 
observing the images in a similar way that people of today view pornographic or erotic imagery or 
did the people of the past view the images for what they were portraying, i.e. Greek or Roman 
deities, foreigners, concubines, or ethnic groups who were deemed to be savages. (Often artist used 
such categorisation to circumnavigate a moralistic or religious standpoint e.g. to allow painting nude 
women. The artist is creating an image that either is a reflection on past cultures such as Roman or 
the creation of an imaginary character. The viewer observing the image is not viewing a sexual image 
but rather a non-image of either a mythical ideal or historical moral placement. In a contemporary 
context one could argue that these images are similar to some of the henti, anime or furry type of 
cultural aspect today, where certain images can by some be seen as sexual whiles for others they are 
not.) So where does this lead us? Well if we bring up the most glaring construct within these sorts of 
paintings the submissive stance of the characters are there for the objectification and as such for 
sexualisation to occur. These forms of non-eye contact and body postures resonate within today’s 
society as effective tools or traits to be used when implying sexual activity or submissive behaviour.  
(Within today’s society the blend between the presences of perceived sexual imagery as an act of 
reclaiming one’s own body and the discussion whether such actions are still upholding a form of 
patriarchal standards reign heavily onto those that are engaging in such activity mainly within the 
music industry, fashion industry, movie stars etc. In relation to art we can distinguish specific 
artworks that had an impact where the border lines between the sexual and the submissive, reality 
and fantasy were drawn. Édouard Manet’s Olympia is a prime example where the conventions of art 
were challenged in such a way that projected a difference between the nude and the naked; a 
defining entity in the process of objectification and sexualisation within aesthetic images.) Now we 
should be aware that erotica and erotic images can be considered to hold a difference when relating 
to the gaze theory and art history. The specific paintings raised as examples of the gaze theory 
cannot be justified or argued towards a standard that determines such works to hold a function of 
cannon fodder for masturbation. Nor should we disjoint ourselves from the observation of the male 
form, often muscular and in some cases nude, portrayed in an idealised form taken from the Greek 
ideal where an emphasis on exaggerating specific body parts is prevalent. What the view of the eye 
does in some form is to inform us to learn to study works of art or cultural imagery in hindsight to 
identify specific cultural or social traits placed onto people. Does that mean that we should ignore 
the objectification of a person via imagery? Probably not, however it is important to recognise that a 
person can view images of sexualised connotation without enacting an objectifying aspect to such 
observation. Within an art historical context the focus should be placed on the traits of the 
characters rather than using the subject matter of the male viewer’s eye as an enforcing argument. 
 
When a woman is not presented as an object of desire or a character of an erotic undertaking, the 
roles the female character is meant to play or fit into are characteristic such as the role of the 
mother or a character that embodies female attributes that were defined by the period’s cultural 
context. Within these cases the traits of the character that are placed onto women are part of a 
larger cultural presence. (These traits are still visible within many of today’s cultures who persist on 
maintaining specific structures within society. We can also see how such traits develop even within 
cultures where the presence of diversity is encouraged as it defines specific social boundaries for 
people to navigate their lives.) A good example when examining a difference in the depictions of a 
woman can be seen in the artworks that deal with the subject matter of Judith Beheading 
Holofernes. When observing this work, as interpreted by many male artists, the image when 
presenting the act of beheading still places the main character, Judith within a feminine role. She is 
subjected to holding the sword or knife—it is like she is cutting butter rather than flesh—at the same 
time retaining her specific lady like characteristic. A good example to demonstrate the difference 



between how a female and male artist would project or show a difference on this subject matter in 
an image is between Artemisia Gentileschi and Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio. Gentileschi’s 
Judith shows a more violent and forceful act of beheading whiles Caravaggio’s Judith propagate the 
notion of the female as a weaker and more graceful character. 
 
The view of the eye becomes a trait that we possess to deal with characterisation or 
commodification of human beings. We are now more than ever bombarded with imagery that drive 
this form of viewing, the viewer peeking into different worlds, be it sexual, dehumanising or violent. 
The view of the eye is becoming our ability to justify ourselves to engage in the observation of 
images. Often when using the gazes as an argument one does so in the distinction of either ignoring 
the LGBT concerns or it function to inform about the LGBT communities specific ideas. A problem 
that occurs when using the gaze in such a way is that it normalises the gazes as a male 
heteronormative construct removing any of the sexual desires. It is from this point that one is able 
to create a rebuttal towards the use of the viewer’s eye as a method of direct cultural and social 
function within society. The reference to the viewer’s eye can be derived from its initial introduction 
into social and philosophical discourse where the predominate focus lay on developing a link 
between the male viewing of women within images as sexualised objects rather than human beings. 
We should stress that one can engage within an action of viewing and still hold a perspective on the 
person one is watching. But plainly arguing that the eye objectifies is inherently provoking a fallacy, 
since it excludes a part of the population such as the LGBT community. The idea that one cannot 
observe and fantasize for the purpose of attainting a form of sexual gratification from an image or 
person is insane. When we start to demand a removal or dictation of the type of images to be 
observed within the context of objectification and sexualisation we are moving into territories 
whereby sexual activity or engagement becomes an activity only for procreation. The view of the eye 
is a tool to be used when analysing specific images from a cultural historical context, however it does 
not help or give anything to the argument surrounding objectification and sexualisation if it does not 
include all people. So where does this leave us when it comes to the eye of the observer? It is a tool 
that describes a specific image, one that is attempting to induce the viewer into a form of sensation 
towards the image from an established cultural background or understanding.  
 
2, Dehumanisation, from person to other  
There is a method that allows for people to enact harm onto others without feeling too much guilt. 
This often takes place when we turn another person into something unhuman or see them as 
something that is lesser than oneself. It is not a process that is brought on by hate towards a group 
but rather an indifference or fear of a specific group of people or person. By dehumanising a group 
of people or person we are more able to remove any emotional connection to that person. The 
action or act of dehumanisation does not occur instantly or is something that is inherently specific to 
one culture. It is a process that a person or group of people will undergo and thereby allow them to 
start rationalise their specific choices, beliefs or moral codes in such a way that it cannot become 
difficult for them to not act on the process of dehumanisation. Dehumanisation can take place on 
multiple levels and can occur onto a wide range of people in situation such as at the workplace, at 
the sentencing of prisoners, treatment of the disable and elderly etc., as long as those who are 
enacting the action of dehumanisation are transforming critical and reasonable thinking to a self-
affirming moral justification. We can acknowledge that certain countries have a clear and very visible 
formulation of dehumanisation as it allows for governments and social construct to argue for the 
availability to treat these people in a specific way. The actions of dehumanisation can be divided in 
to two types; dehumanisation by commission or by omission.  
 
Dehumanisation by commission relates to the violent and aggressive nature within a group of people 
towards another. Examples are the Nazi’s aggression towards the Jews, handicapped, homosexuals, 



gypsy etc. the American slavery in southern USA, the Rwanda genocide, and the Armenian 
genocide.2  
 
Dehumanisation by omission is about the inability to recognise another person’s potential or ability 
within a system or social structure. In our current place in the world dehumanisation by omission is 
the more prevalent context that shapes our society and situations, thoughts and standard of living. 3 
 
Where does dehumanisation fit into our current context and placement within the world; well the 
hypocrisy of white western nations is often associated with dehumanisation. For example, the 
ongoing mistreatment of prisoners in the American prison system at home and abroad (Guantanamo 
Bay) directly goes against their own constitution. Another example is the prevalent ambition in 
Europe to shine a light on their treatment of equality and social acceptances whiles having a long 
history of forced sterilisation programs on disabled and criminals. (Sweden is good example where 
the program continued well into the 1970s, where Sweden forcefully sterilized up to 60,000 
people—mostly women—including the mentally handicapped, single mothers, gypsies and mixed 
race individuals as it was seen these where a burden on the Swedish welfare system.4) The 
development of dehumanisation does not occur instantly, it will require time and a process for such 
actions to start. It is as much about enforcing others to become depowered from their position by 
blaming them on either their own misfortunes or the misfortunes of others. When observing things 
such as forced sterilization the action of dehumanisation is done so via a belief of social 
improvement or benefits; it is for their own good that such action is undertaken or to the good of 
the general public. It is these forms of objectification that harm society and it is these processes that 
allow for exceptions to be undertaken or values to change.  
 
So does dehumanisation derive from objectification or does dehumanisation lead to objectification 
and sexualisation? The process of dehumanisation is one that directly removes both the active 
participants and respective participant’s humanity in some form. It is an action that focuses on 
realizing an identity and forcing a control system onto others. Does such a system work when 
involving imagery or video footage? It is difficult to say, one can draw the conclusion that cultural 
imagery, films, computer games etc. leads to a development of sexualisation, objectification and 
thereby dehumanisation. (A therefore B, B therefore C, hence A therefore C, these sorts of 
arguments are never constructed or defined well.) We could choose to make an observation on the 
difference between cultures that value and encourage the use of representational imagery and 
cultures that devalues such representation, and compare their treatment of others and thereby their 
history of dehumanisation. From such an observation we could argue that the use of 
representational imagery has allowed for a space to transform society to be more accepting of 
differences, whiles the removal of representation does not create such a space and thereby the 
ability to conduct a useful understanding of others is not present.  The problem with such an 
argument is that there are almost no cultures within the world and throughout history that does not 
have a purely non-representational form of imagery, even in cultures where such activity is 
discourage there are still visible presences for representational constructs. Dehumanisation is the 
process that leads to an action of objectification and sexualisation combined with increasing actions 
of violence and thus the objectification of a person, in a true sense, where the active participants 
have no empathetic emotions towards the recipient is developed before such action take place.  

                                                           
2 Schroeder, Juliana and Waytz, Adam, Overlooking others: Dehumanizintion by commission and omission. 
http://home.uchicago.edu/~jrschroeder/Waytz%20Schroeder%202014.pdf 17/01/2015, 17:41 
3 Schroeder, Juliana and Waytz, Adam, Overlooking others: Dehumanizintion by commission and omission. 
http://home.uchicago.edu/~jrschroeder/Waytz%20Schroeder%202014.pdf 17/01/2015, 17:41 
4 http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/1997/eirv24n39-19970926/eirv24n39-19970926_041-
swedens_history_of_forced_steril.pdf, http://oro.open.ac.uk/30719/2/Silence_is_roaring.pdf, 
http://www.uffl.org/vol%208/hunt8.pdf  
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3, My need and want  
Need and want can be an identifiable part of the process of sexualisation. It does not however relate 
to objectification since a person can still be able to gratify their needs through actions when the 
need is followed as well as the want. So what is this need and want? The idea behind need is to 
provide us with an understanding of the basic functions and necessity of humans still possessing the 
functions of an organism; the attainment of food, shelter and warmth. We need these things to 
function, work and survive. The processes of attaining them are important because they assure our 
survival. The difference between need and want is that want is the process of attaining things that 
have become specific to the individual, something we can attempt to attain for our own purpose of 
gratification. There is a possibility to derive this idea of need and want from Sigmund Freud; the 
sometimes proclaimed champion of masculine patriarchy. The cultural outcome to need and want 
holds a relation to Freud’s constructed Id, ego and super-ego.5 From this creation of need and want, 
one can derive that; I need you, I want you, I will have you, an enforcement of my will onto another 
to satisfy my own gratification.6 This part of the need and want aspect only demonstrate how such 
conjunction can become an aggressive form. The moving from one point of plain observation of a 
thing or person to the active participatory engagement to attain that thing or person the 
construction can be determined to hold a negative outcome since it is deemed that the action of 
attaining becomes a prized possession.  On the other hand, one should view the aspect of want 
within this case as a process of attaining a goal.  
 
Need and want can be said to hold a duality constructed by a person developed from his own social 
and moral view of the world, since morality is neither a fixed or identifiable structured virtue within 
human though. It becomes difficult to define how one person’s needs and wants may be implicitly 
bad from another person’s. We can often agree towards these premises when placing the act of 
objectification and sexualisation against a person’s moralistic beliefs. It is easy for us to disregards 
others needs and wants when our own interpretations of specific needs are neither met or have 
been fulfilled. 
 
4, Two theories of rape (social and natural) 
The most common theory of rape is displayed as an aspect of control and power. Susana 
Brownmiller’s Against our Will: Men, Women and Rape7 argues against victim blaming and the 
introduction of the act of rape as a predominate crime of power and violence. Brownmiller’s 
argument is that rape is an action conducted by men as an enforcement of their will onto women in 
such a way that it keeps women in a state of constant fear. Her argument assures that rape is a 
violent crime, within the book she also takes on the common notion and often argued approach of 
victim blaming within society. These structures that then are related to rape act as a way to depower 
the victim and thereby keeping that person in a constant state of oppression, it is then exchanged 
into a social structure that will keep the depowerment on all levels of society. This created state of 
fear that is bestowed upon people then allows for their own form of depowerment to take place.  
 

                                                           
5 When observing Freud one should always do so from a cultural and historical prospective. His writings allow 
us to understand how people would view themselves and others within that time period and space. Freud’s 
theories do not provide us with a definitive affirmation of specific process but does allow for a cultural 
understanding of the development of such process. The need and want occurrences is not a universal thing nor 
does it fit into any predominately descriptive theories of human behaviour. We can allocate these sorts of 
constructs to argue for specific human behaviour within a specific group, however by doing so there is a risk of 
creating an ideology rather than theoretical understanding.  
6 http://www.afirstlook.com/docs/hierarchy.pdf 
7 Brownmiller, Susana, Against our Will: Men, Women and Rape, (New York, 1975) 



The second approach is rape as a developed evolutionary trait; a sociobiological approach presented 
in Randy Thornhill and Craig T. Palmer’s A Natural History of Rape: Biological Bases of Sexual 
Coercion.8 Within the sociobiological point of view the notion of learned behavioural patterns by the 
rapist is in fact an evolutionary trope developed to allow for lesser viable men to further their own 
genetic traits in a very simplistic formulation. The argument follows the stance that those who are 
actively engaging within the act of rape are doing so, not because of any specific social reason of 
control or the attainment of control, but rather as a method to achieve a sexual gratification in 
relation to the transfer of genetic material. Since humans are still animals and thereby still have the 
basic needs of animals they will at some point act on these primitive instincts or drives. One such 
drive is reproduction and the continuation of genetic materials. For those men who engage in rape 
do so acting on a primitive need to father children with their genetic coding. It is important from a 
biological point of view to recognise that natural selection and trait development is not derived after 
any moral structure or social moral development but a development of beneficial traits within the 
species or within a group of such species. Does rape fit into to this sort of approach? The criticism 
against taking a sociobiological stance is in relation to the backgrounds of the claims; often these are 
challenged based on either a misunderstanding of social structures or how specific statistics do not 
apply to the claimed argument.  If there was a sociobiological base to rape then one would or should 
be able to distinguish specific patterns within society but these patterns are not truly apparent. The 
assumptions or conclusions drawn surrounding rape as a biological development for specific 
evolutionary traits become its own fallacy due to our constructed idea surrounding rape as a social 
development of power and reduction of an individual’s possession of their body. For a society to 
function and value its citizens must accept the individual’s right to possess their body if such right is 
not granted that society does not contain a just system.  We are easily persuaded into making 
judgment onto others as objects rather than human beings. We can recognise from the above 
observations how such process occurs within society. In order to quantify such action we can create 
the notion that when the process of objectification occurs it is via an identification of a person’s 
presence within a space. If we recognise the person as an entity they are seen to inhabit the space 
and thereby function within this space. However once we choose to define a person as an object, 
that person is removed from the space as an entity and thereby their function is no longer one of 
emotional bond but rather one that serves to enact a function to gratify our desires.  
 
Sexual violence is prevalent on the internet, an occurrence that keeps on propagating due to a 
constant need by certain people either to post images or videos of women online either without 
their consent as in revenge porn or hacked accounts, alongside the extreme aggressiveness of 
specific pornographic videos where the aim is towards dominance over sexual gratification (this is 
not a BDSM form of dominance but a purposefully violence towards the women within the video.) 
Within the case of revenge porn and hacked accounts, the women within these cases are often 
attacked by the viewers; due to the internet’s anonymity we are able to conduct such attack without 
any fear of repercussions. People are able to continually remove a person’s identity for their own 
gratification they derive pleasure from observing and threatening in behaviour onto others, a form 
of social sadism.  
 
Culture: objectification and sexualisation 
 
When we discuss objectification or sexualisation, it is often done so within a cultural or historical 
context that is developed to affirm a constructed line whereby each argument lays its claim. It is for 
such a reason that discussions on the subject matter can be very one-sided since asserting ones 
specific views and ignore contradictory beliefs from others becomes a lot easier by defending 
cultural and social historical structures. The subject matter within itself can only be fully understood 
                                                           
8 Thornhill, Randy and T. Palmer, Craig A Natural History of Rape: Biological Bases of Sexual Coercion 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000) 



and discussed when presented within a complete understanding of the historical and cultural 
context of that time. We derive and formulate a form of expectations based on these premises and 
that becomes very problematic when an overall observation and study on the subject matter are 
depending on what we might consider to be right and justified may not even exist in another’s eyes. 
If we want change, then a fundamental change in every different group of people’s cultural and 
traditional values must be challenged and removed to cause for an effective change in relation to 
objectification and sexualisation. Fundamentally here lies the first hurdle in the change in attitudes 
towards cultural objectification and sexualisation since it is difficult to enforce change unless those 
people are willing to accept and embrace such change with open arms. The argue against specific 
Westernising styles of behaviour or social structures are prevalent in some parts of the world, where 
they see such behaviour as an effect of the breakdown of society or the loss of specific morals. In the 
West the push back can be seen in areas where specific gender roles are being challenged, question 
and confronted, and for these cases the outcome of aggression towards women is higher than 
towards men. 
 
How do we move onwards with objectification and sexualisation? Will this be a question of the 
process that are used when discussing and exploring objectification and sexualisation or an 
observation on how we are conducting a moral philosophical discussion that relates to social 
behaviour, or will it be possible to place these issues within a scientific context such as neurological 
studies of how we experience images? These studies are attempting to understand what parts of the 
brain are activated when we see specific things or experience specific stimulates. This can be used to 
expand our understanding and together with anthropological research formulate an understanding 
of the process of objectification and sexualisation. First and foremost we need to be aware of the 
difficulty in making a conclusive observation on whether the process of objectification and 
sexualisation is an inherent universal cognitive function within all of us. The reason being that most 
of the research conducted so far has been focusing on subjects with background in Western culture. 
With such a limited focus on data and source gathering, our drawn conclusion does not truly reflect 
how humans are representing and seeing themselves. This leaves us with a conundrum. Either we 
define the objectification and sexualisation as an action that occurs naturally within us, one that can 
be controlled if needed but that will continue to act out onto others as a natural product of a 
biological process within people or we see it as social moral question that should focus on people’s 
rights of existence as a person. If the latter then our distinctive argument towards a person’s right to 
be whom they choose to be does bring about a visible problem on its own and should be raised in 
another discussion.  
 
If we decide that objectification and sexualisation is a combined function, one that can be derived 
from a cultural activity and used in a way to affirm a specific standpoint on the subject matter, it is 
today predominantly used as a moral view point aimed at women to reduce their standing in society. 
We do this by observing the following statement that deals with the observation of sexualisation 
within the genders “…at a basic cognitive level, sexualized men were perceived as persons, whereas 
sexualized women were perceived as objects”.9 This quote is take from Perception Isn’t So Simple: 
Commentary on Bernard, Gervais, Allen, Campomizzi, and Klein (2012) Michael J. Tarr; Bernard, Gervai, 
Allen, Campomizzi and Kleins quote from their paper is disagreed by Tarr who sees the determined 
outcome from the paper unfounded, if we take this quote to hold some truth by ignoring Tarrs 
objections it becomes possible to assure our above notion; doing so would however be a mistake. 

                                                           
9 http://tdlc.ucsd.edu/SV2013/Tarr_Perception_2013.pdf   Psychological Science OnlineFirst, published on 
April 18, 2013 as doi:10.1177/0956797612474669 17/11/2014  14:26 Perception Isn’t So Simple: Commentary 
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Bernard, Gervai, Allen, Campomizzi and Kleins paper in question used a specific group of people 
when asking the questions and collecting the data, whiles the idea of measuring whether we 
deemed someone an object rather than a person is inherently difficult. Now it is clear that the 
objectification of women in heterosexual relationship does occur. There is a more convincing and 
solid demonstration of research that argues that men who are engaging in the continuation and 
observation of pornographic imagery, will develop a need and thereby a greater focus on their 
partners bodies rather than the persons characteristics. Within these cases there is an increase of 
aggressive pursue by the male partner, who often will see the women as an object to provide sexual 
gratification.10 The conclusion we can make here is that from a continual pursue of sexual 
gratification via unreal elements, a person transforms their expectation and thus removes the body 
from its surroundings, since in their mind the body is no longer connected to a specific entity.  
 
We can acknowledge that the use of objectifying the female gender is a typical action within the 
Western world. It is therefore difficult to relate the male gender to being objectified unless it is in 
relation to slavery, the male being considered a property. Again the problem with this assurance is 
that it plays into the current notable ideal of women as object for sexual gratifications rather than 
individuals who are sexually active; an aspect that allows for a productification of our sexuality, i.e. a 
process of selling sexuality as a product or commodity. Through this commodification of sex, the 
individual becomes depowered from making a critical decision on how and what they should feel or 
experience. (In most cases this is not a problem and the liberation of sexuality has had a positive 
outcome. But we should not forget that this relates to a very small minority of the entire human race 
and does not reflect the human experience as a whole.) So where are we now and how has the 
productification of sex affected our modern world, since it is clear that women daily are objectified 
and sexualised? Does such action also have an effect on men and if so how does the difference 
become visible. In this case the process to objectify the male gender, one could argue, is that we see 
men as an object of desire, a common presentation within modern advertisement. It is becoming 
more common to project a specific type of male figure to sell products.  Shaving commercials are a 
good example where the male is presented as a figure of power and thus they are capable to get the 
women, showing that to achieve such a lifestyle men need to strive towards a specific ideal. Now the 
position of power is displayed on to the male, however such power is only attained by specific 
means. We could argue that the process towards objectifying the male gender is not one where the 
man becomes an object of sexual desire but an object by which the male holds a specific stereotype, 
one that conforms towards heterosexual attainment of perceived desire. Research has suggested 
that men who were rich, had a good sense of humour and were physically attractive, would give 
more intensive orgasm to their female partners then those men who did not possess these 
qualities.11  
 
As a cultural product objectification and sexualisation is a derivative occurrence between the 
restrictive and free possibilities in society. Culturally this idea of being free from restriction has been 
processed onto the release of sexual activity, from the sexual revolution to that of the growing 
movement of LGBT rights. It is important to understand the context of objectification and its link to 
sexualisation; also the narrative of such process has been conducted within history and current 
cultural situations. There is no reason why we would disagree towards how today’s society has a 
very predominant focus on sexualisation as an empowering positive endorsement that everyone 
should engage in, an aspect whereby we should move ourselves towards an attainment of being 
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sexually pleasing creatures. By the exploration and acceptances of our sexuality and our willingness 
to become sexualised we are freeing ourselves from an established order of restrictiveness (one that 
comes to mind would be the proudness of Victorian England to the restrictive religious practices).  
 
If we start to restrict information and ideologies we can prevent certain types and forms of 
objectification and thereby reduce negative effects of sexualisation, however it will be taken at a 
cost of freedom. Though if we value freedom and see it as an activity worth believing in, it will bring 
about the negative effects of objectification and sexualisation. By arguing for restriction at the same 
time arguing for freedom in any form defecates on our purse of equality and understanding.  
 
Morality: a tale of overcoming and detest   
 
So why raise an unwelcoming sight of morality into this discussion, since clearly any argument 
against the objectification and sexualisation of people is inherently distasteful, we cannot justify 
these actions morally. At the same time the process of displaying sexuality or specific behaviours in 
some people’s eyes can be seen as an act of immoral behaviour. The act of rape is an inherently 
immoral action and so most people will view it as such. However at the same time the notion of 
what constitute rape will diversely change amongst groups of people. Through history there is ample 
amount of evidence where the consideration of allowing equality for all to be an immoral act.  An 
example can be seen within Americans history, from its creation and its relation to slavery pre and 
post. A country that was established under the grounds of liberty and justice for all stilled allowed 
and accepted slavery, though the country’s civil war was fought over this issue, the institutional 
racism and social structures still persist today preventing for equality for all. We see these forms of 
observation as well within a racial context whereby the observers will find an intermix of races as 
morally wrong. So when discussing the act of objectification and sexualisation morality and moral 
judgement should be included. It is easy to create an exhibition whereby everyone who engages in 
the works or produces work for the exhibition will hold a very similar moralistic view point on sex 
and nudity. It therefor runs a risk of portraying an identity that does not challenge any specific 
viewpoints or understandings of objectification and sexualisation but rather ends up pointing out the 
main standardised arguments against sexualisation and objectification. How do we create a space 
with artistic works that lead a discussion that will challenge an audience who will in most case agree 
or confirm the message projected or portrayed? Is there any reason for such an action to even take 
place when the viewer will unwaveringly conform to the outcome and therefore see it as a pleasure 
cruise of mental agreeableness?  
 
When relating morality to sex, it is important to understand that they are interlinked, and will affect 
how people perceive specific activities and sexual undergoing as a moral deviant. Often these moral 
constructs surrounding sex comes from a very strong fundamentalistic approach to religious dogma. 
Since these people´s morality is derived and introduce as an essence and proof of their specific deity 
the denial or acceptance of another moral standpoint goes against their beliefs system and thereby 
renders it invalid. With such a position at play the defence of specific moral viewpoints in relation to 
things such as sexual activity becomes a possible way for these people to enforce and conduct what 
they see as an affirmation of their specific belief. These sorts of beliefs are then used as a 
justification to either demonstrate the unreasonable or negative nature of human relationship and 
sex.  An example would be the reaction of the Catholic Church and the spread of HIV. The moral 
positioning becomes a divide between the restrictive nature of cultural control and as such the 
dehumanisation of its people; to that of blaming religious ideals, ideas for being out of touch and 
therefore toxic to a specific moral belief. Either cases the blame on how individuals and thereby how 
they express themselves towards others becomes a moral battle. This again brings up a somewhat 
uncomfortable notion that to achieve a distinctive acknowledgement of a liberal viewpoint of sexual 
expression and therefore removal of the objectification and sexualisation process it requires a 



cultural heritage to be denied and instead enforce a specific cultural and moral narrative onto a very 
large part of the human population.  
 
To propose a counter argument one that does hold a form in relation to sex, we know that the more 
knowledgeable a person is on the subject matter the more they are able to make informed 
judgments. This is very true especially when people are well informed about sex etc. however in 
relation to a moral outcome of observing objectification and sexualisation the forgotten postulation 
is that many of those who argue against a very open and thereby liberal approach to sexual conduct 
and teaching see it as an encouragement of this specific activity; moulding the line between 
observation i.e. treating people as sexualised object rather than human beings. So we are left with 
those who view some sexual activity as morally wrong and thus lead to objectification and 
sexualisation, whiles others see it as a way to move away from objectification and sexualisation by 
allowing for an open society.  
 
 
 


